The impact of an isolated vortex in a compressible Keplerian disk is examined using higher order numerical solutions of the Euler and entropy-conserving Energy equations. The vortex is stretched by the background shear flow with longer lasting anticyclonic vortices persisting for about 10 vortex revolutions.
I Introduction
Light, cool disks with approximately Keplerian rotation curves are common models for protoplanetary disks. Such gaseous disks form the background for solid body accretion and gas dynamic processes that no doubt plays a critical role in the planet formation process (Weidenschilling & Cuzzi 1993 , Beckwith et al. 2000 . Earlier work on idealized infinitely thin disks (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974 , Adams et al. 1989 ) has evolved to investigations of multi dimensional disks with vertical and radial mean flow structure. (Klahr et al. 1999) There is now an extensive literature base concerning the dynamical properties of such disks. Furthermore, a number of disk-related wave systems were identified as being relevant to the solar nebula. A survey of the field to the mid 1990s by Papaloizou & Lin 1995 emphasizes the role of the underlying gas and seriously consider wave motion as one option for mass and momentum transfer.
The strong synergy between geophysical and astrophysical problems was recognized decades ago. In particular, coherent vortices as an important flow structure in protostellar disks was advocated by v. Weizacker 1945 and examined in some detail by Adams & Watkins 1995 . Bracc0 et al. 1998 
II Problem Formulation
(a) The equilibrium flow
The equilibrium surfacedensityandpressure from given distributionson the central-planeare derivedin the Appendix.Thesecolumn-averaged thermodynamicquantitiesdefine a fictitious polytrope (Hunter, 1972) that is relatedto the physicalgasby the parameters in TableA1. The temperature of the disk is convenientlydefinedfrom the column-averaged perfect-gasequation of statein termsof thecolumn pressure P andthe surfacedensityc_:P/P0= (_T)/(c_oT0). The initial central-planethermodynamicquantitiesPo,To, n andy areall given constants. Herewe will takevaluesrepresentative of a "standardsolarnebula."Let r0be 1 AU andn = -3 as recommended by Weidenschilling 1977 .9g/cm3andTo= 280 K atr0= 1.From theperfectgasequationof state(assuminga molecularweight of 2.34 g/mole), P0= 13.83dynes/cm 2.The specificheatratio 7 is takenas 1.5andthe valueof GM appropriate for the solarnebula.
It is usefulcomputethedependent variablesin astronomical units asthecompressibleflow equationscontaina numberof thermodynamicquantitiesthat arenot conveniently nondimensionalized. In addition,the key role playedby the soundspeedis expressedin a more physicalcontext.Length,mass,andtime aretakenasAU, solarmass(SM), andyears(yr). Certainparameters becomeextremelysimplein this system. For example,G = 4_2andM = 1. Table1 indicatesthe majorequilibrium flow parameters at several radial locationsusing the data in the Appendix. The second column is the half height of the nebula using formulas in the Appendix. The computed wave motions should have wavelengths larger that these values to avoid threedimensional effects. The surface density, pressure, and temperature decrease quite rapidly. The last column is the local sound speed which decays in this particular case as rl/2; the same decay rate as the basic Keplerian flow so the azimuthal Mach number stays constant at about 23. The entropy is conveniently measured by the polytropic "constant" K' = P _-r. It is initially a global constant of about 183 in astronomical units. The ratio of gravitational (GM/r) to thermal (P/c_) energy, which governs the disk thickness, is also constant and approximately equal to 1050.
(b) Equations of motion and solution method 5 The equationsof motioncanbe written in a variety of ways.Analytically basedasymptotic methodswerevery popularin the 1950sand60sandusedconventionalnon-conservative equationsets.In thecontinuingsearchfor effectivenumericalmethods, the conservativeform of theequationsseemspreferable. Unfortunately,astrophysical problemsincludegravitational body-forcetermsthatupsetthe symmetryof the classicalconservationequations. In addition, whenexpressed in non-Cartesian coordinatesthefully conservativeequationsbecomequite complex.Davis2001compares straightforwarduseof theclassicalconservationequationsin curvilinearcoordinatesandshowedthatthe effect of rotationcould be significant.The numerical errorwhencomputinga simpleKeplerianflow in polar coordinateswasexaminedandtracedto anincompatiblefinite-differencingsequence.
The alternateform of theEuler/Energyequationis shownbelow. It is basedon the fact that astrophysical flow fields aredrivenby differencesbetweentwo large quantities(gravitational andcentrifugalforces).If theserelatively largequantitiescanbe expressedassourceterms, incompatiblediscretizationerrorswill not occur.If Urandu0arepolar velocities,etthetotal energy,p the pressure, andp the density,then
where the dependent variable Q = [p, pu0, pu0, et] and the second and third vectors are fluxes.
This equation has two important properties. First, a baseline Keplerian flow is satisfied exactly by the undifferentiated source terms. Second, the (r, 0) eigenvalues can be shown to be [u, , Ur, u, +c, u, u0, u0+c, where c is the local sound speed. This makes it easier to construct wave-following algorithms in direct analogy with Cartesian systems. The physical nature of the solar nebula is such that perturbation radial velocities are close to sonic while the baseline azimuthal velocity is at quite a high Mach number (uric -20) . This form of the Euler equations has been presented previously (Mair et al 1988; Godon 1997) 
III Analysis of Vortex-induced Waves
The imposed vortex is a transient event and induces an excess velocity field upon the slightly modified mean Keplerian flow of eq (A5). This excess flow is shown in Figure 1 along with the initial patch of vorticity (maximum value about -1.0 yr 4) in the third quadrant. Its core diameter is about 1 AU and peak azimuthal velocity of about. 14 AU/yr. This corresponds to a circulatic;n (F = 2nrvo_V0,,ort) about 50 times that of Jupiter which represents a relatively strong event in the protoplanetarynebula.The local soundspeed, anddisk thicknessat this radiusareabout3.14 AU/yr and0.3 AU respectively. The vorticity is quitecompact, but notethe large extentof the vortex-inducedflow including significantradialvelocities.The vortex imposesa thermodynamic (pressure, density,andtemperature) response on the disk. The entropy (s = P o-r) is initially constanteverywhereexceptfor a smallregionnearthe vortex.Subsequently, the flow evolvesby redistributingthe initial circular vortex into a sheared vorticity patchanda variety of propagating waves.Unlike the incompressible disk considered by DSC, thecompressibledisk supportsa muchmorevaried andcomplexflow structure.
Early (a few vortex revolutions)andlater (manyvortex revolutions)flow fields areexpectedto be associated with differentphysicaleffects.The former eventis a relatively rapid relaxationand redistributionof the vortexcausedby the dominatingKeplerianshearat4 AU. Wave radiation processes areexpectedto dominatelater.A very importantparameter relatingto wavesystemsis the smallerflow-inducedradialvelocity. In the remainderof thepaperwe will considerboth effects.Theseflow eventsareillustratedusingcontourdiagramsandinstantaneous flow patterns in secIll(a) andwith azimuthallyaveragedquantitiesin secIII(b). In contrast, the anticyclonic vortex maintains it coherence for a much longer time span ( Figure   12 (b)). The vortex is still coherent, but it also emits a vorticity wave into the outer disk. The contours in Figure 2 are drawn relative to the peak vorticity at each time (much larger in the latter case) so the propagating waves are actually of comparable amplitudes to those in part (a). This is clarified in Figure 3 with instantaneous radial vorticity profiles at 4 revs. The peak anticyclonic vorticity is larger than the cyclonic vorticity. The propagating waves, on the other hand, have similar amplitudes. These results show that the compressible disk responds in two ways; first a local flow subject to intense velocity and secondly a wave field that is relatively insensitive to source details. Readjustment of the densitywavefrom an isolateddisturbanceto anaxisymmetricshockwaveis shownin the densitycontoursof Figure6. The sequence illustratesthe tendencyof a supersonic Keplerianshearflow to "circularize" isolateddisturbances. The flow evolvesasa systemof trailing spiralsthat movevery rapidly in the azimuthaldirection(closeto Keplerianspeed,above Mach20) andwith a radial speedcloseto the local soundspeed(Mach 1).The outermostspiral is a precursorcompressionwave(light spiralsin the outerdisk) followed by a pair of shock waves.The precursorevolvesradially nearthe local soundspeed, but the shockwavemoves fastersinceit is continuouslyovertakingslowermoving material.Beyondthe shockwavethe low level precursorwaveis startingto be reflectedby the imposedboundaryconditionsat 24 AU. Behindthe shockwaveis a slowerwavesystemwith a nonsymmetrical amplitude distribution.This wavesystemis identified asa Rossbywavebasedon its similarity (generation time andradial wavespeed)with thosecomputedin DSC.Of thesethreewaves,the main disturbanceis confinedto the pair of shockwavessteadilymoving outward.By 12revolutions the wavesystemhasenvelopedalmostthe wholedisk. A perspectiveview of the entiredensity field at this time is shownin Figure7. The two shockwavesarereadily apparent alongwith the slowerRossbywaves.Thereis alsoa residualdensitycollar surroundingatthe initial vortex radius.Space-timefeaturesof thesewavesarefurther analyzedinto component azimuthal modes. and a different specific heat ratio. The exponents m and n are constrained so that m y-n = 0.
In summary, mechanical equilibrium is defined by the given quantities po, P0, ro, n, GM, and T.
The derived quantities are m, c_, 13, It, F, and Ho. Table AI shows representative values of those parameters in terms of 7 for the case when n = -3. 
